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Abstract
In the recent years, there are significant changes in the methods used to solve the problems associated with
logo detection, localization and classification. Deep learning has helped to achieve state of art results for
logo detection, localization and classification. Key challenges with respect to logo detection network are
to identify the location of the logo. Essentially the algorithms related to region proposal methods play a
key role in categorizing the efficiency of logo detection networks. Some of the methods like SPPnet [1] and
Fast RCNN [2] are efficient in bringing down the time required for detection, but it also indicates the
overhead in terms of computation required for region proposal. This paper discusses about region proposal
network (RPN) which enables and improves the efficiency of logo region proposals at real time. Our
proposal includes method to extract the objects from content, feature selection and classification of the
extracted object using convolutional neural network (CNN). Hence the proposed method consists of
recognition pipeline which takes care of region proposal, logo classification based on specifically trained
convolutional neural network.
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INTRODUCTION
In recent years, we have seen the change in transmission of pay channel services. There is a paradigm shift
from traditional mode of transmitting the services via cable, terrestrial, satellite to internet mode of
transmitting the pay channel services. Considering the availability of device capabilities (like CPU
processing capability, increased memory, enhanced display, etc.) these days, over the top (OTT) services
are the most preferred ones. This is beneficial to the user because users can continue watching their favorite
channels even when they are away from television. On the other side, care must be taken to ensure on
protecting the content from piracy. Service provider, content owners will have a tough challenge in ensuring
this.
Illegal redistribution of content is very much seen during high value event (like, world cup soccer, cricket,
Olympics, etc.). The viewers watching across the globe will be more during these events. Typically, the
content transmission between content delivery network (CDN) and end device (TV, Mobile, any portable
device) will be encrypted based on using one of Digital Rights Management (DRM) technologies. Even if
pirates eavesdrop the network and make a copy of this content, it’s not possible to decrypt. Hence pirates
might use the legitimate subscription for capturing the content.
Pirates make use of high-end camera for recording the content which gets decrypted at end device. The
recorded content which is decrypted shall be subjected to minimal modifications, transcoding and shall be
uploaded to streaming server. Popular streaming protocols (Real Time Messaging Protocol and Real Time
Streaming Protocol) can be used for streaming the content. Easy way to publish / advertise these streaming
URL’s to end users would be through social networking websites (Twitter, Facebook, etc). Metadata may
or may not be included during the retransmission of pirated content. However even if metadata is pushed
along with pirated content, it’s quite challenging to distinguish between original and pirated content.
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Popular protocols used to push pirated content can be categorized into direct web streaming and peer-topeer methods. Direct web streaming is the most preferred method.
Figure1 illustrates how possible legitimate subscription can be used for capturing the content followed by
retransmission.

Figure1: Capturing and illegal retransmission of pirated content
To distinguish on actual or pirated content, video frames need to be analyzed. During high value events
(like, sports), actual content can be transmitted through multiple physical channels (like, ESPN and star
sports), this increases the difficulty and creates new challenges of analyzing video frames.
Basically, video frame analysis comprises of identification of visual objects, comparing these objects with
original source content. The unique and comparable object extracted out of the video frames is broadcaster
logo. This is the key identifier to detect and identify the pirated content. The key challenge here will be to
locate and identify the broadcaster logo as the broadcaster logo would have been subjected to changes like
occlusion, visibility, low quality, hidden during the retransmission of pirated content. Since the broadcaster
logo has been changed up to some extent, this increases the difficulty level.
Artificial Intelligence (AI) solutions are growing and have created itself a unique space covering different
problem statements. Artificial Intelligence plays a pivotal role in media industry as well. AI will be the
potential candidate to automatically track illegal re-distribution of pirated content.
There shall be concerns raised by service providers, content owners to stop this piracy menace. Machine
Learning (ML) provides the necessary framework to monitor the video frames continuously followed by
detecting the broadcaster logo to distinguish between original and pirated content.
There is a need for logo detection and recognition in various business applications, such as automobile
(vehicle logo detection), advertisements (product brand recognition), legacy broadcasting digital television
and newest streaming services over the top (OTT) (Broadcaster logo classification) etc. Some of the
common challenges that need to be addressed during logo detection and recognition include combination
of graphics and text-based logos, modified / transformations like (scaling, translation and rotation) applied
on the logos.
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Recently there has been lot of research explaining the usage of deep learning technique for detecting and
classification of objects present in the video frames / Images. Deep learning technique is powered by
convolutional neural network (CNN) method providing great accuracy for video recognition tasks. Below
figure3 depicts the overview of simple deep neural network based on CNN to classify the object. Each layer
has its own functionality to be performed. Certain neurons in each layer gets activated which in turn shall
be the inputs for the neuron activation of next subsequent layers.

Figure3: Example depicting object classification based on deep neural network
One of the challenging tasks in object detection is to identify the intended availability of objects in the
input frames. Once the object of our interest is available, it can be pushed for classification to know about
the nature of the object. In this paper, we will discuss about the advantages of using region proposal
network (RPN) over selective search object proposal methods. The subsequent sections shall elaborate
more on this.
BACKGROUND
Real time identification and recognition of logo has become an essential task in many applications spread
across different domain. Some of the key applications where logo detection and recognition is required is
spread across shape and pose recognition for augmented reality [3], brand tracking from social media [4],
vehicle logo identification for seamless traffic movement [5], content piracy detection, etc.
Legacy methods used for logo recognition are based on localization of key points, key point descriptor and
matching. [6] Illustrates on categorizing the image into collection of local features, further extracting the
score based on positive and negative queries. [7] Explains about the technique contrario threshold contentbased extraction framework providing effective visual query methods. [8] Explains on data mining through
spatial pyramid to extract local SIFT feature spatial configurations. [9] Proposes a method to identify
trademarks appearing in videos based on SIFT descriptors. [10] Proposes a method to extract key points in
the image based on Gaussian affine difference through elliptical features of SIFT. Further identification of
logo and recognition is done by analyzing homographic graphs and creating class prototypes. Similar
method is proposed in [11] which exploits SIFT keypoints of logo available in similar class and matching
them through homographic graphs. [12] Proposes a statistical learning burstiness model for identifying the
logo. A set of keypoints represents each logo image. Based on this learning, the weights will be lowered
for incorrect logo detection. [13] Exploited an approach by analyzing local features identified in logo
images and its relative spatial layout like edges and triangles, computing quantized representation of logo
regions and reducing false positives. [14] Proposes a method based on feature bundling for recognizing the
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logo. Local features are clubbed with their spatial neighborhood features depicting more information about
the content and, hence retrieving lesser false positives.
Recent researches in Machine Learning (ML) have shown that neural networks provide great accuracy for
video recognition tasks. Neural network can be designed and trained for different visual recognition tasks
like image classification, localization and detection. Neural network learns to distinguish objects in data
without human intervention. [15] Proposed a method based on convolutional neural network instead of
legacy key point-based techniques. Logo regions are detected based on segmentation algorithms followed
by classification based on SVM using features computed by CNN. [16] Exploits a method using pre-trained
CNN for identifying the regions and using SVM to classify these regions.
[17] Investigated several deep convolutional neural network (DCNN) architecture for logo recognition task.
[18] Explains about using fast region-based convolutional neural network (FRCNN) for logo detection and
recognition. CNN models pertained with ILSVRC Image Net data is used as input for this method. [19]
Proposes simple and efficient identification algorithm for object detection. The algorithm has two parts,
first applying CNN to localize and identify objects, second classification based on supervised pre-training
for a specialized task.
[20] Proposes deep learning-based logo recognition using logo region detection algorithms followed by
logo region classification using specifically trained convolutional neural network (CNN). [21] Introduces
the method region proposal network (RPN). Region proposals being the bottleneck and hindering the
overall performance of the recognition pipeline, RPN enables generation of quick and high-quality regions.
PROPOSED SYSTEM
Figure 4 describes proposed method for logo detection and recognition task. Considering that logo can
appear in any corner of the image with or without scaling, orientation, regions which are more likely to
contain objects are extracted through region proposal network. These proposed regions are wrapped as per
the input dimensions required by fully connected layers through region of interest pooling.
Ensuring that the system should have great accuracy and performance, region proposal network (RPN) to
generate region proposals is included in the pipeline (Figure 4). The CNN classifier shall be trained to
classify the region proposals pushed out from region proposal network considering the regions proposed
may or may not contain the logo.

Figure4: Logo detection and recognition pipeline
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The below figure 5 indicates overview of high-level network architecture used for learning and inference
phase.

Figure5: Learning and Inference framework
The network block seen in figure5 is further elaborated in figure6. Figure 6 gives the detailed flow for
learning phase.

Figure 6: Learning phase - logo detection and classification.
Methods adopted to enhance logo detection:
Region proposals: Region proposal network (RPN) algorithm is used to extract regions that shall contain
the logo. This algorithm is used in training and inference pipeline. The output of region proposal network
gives two types of predictions: bounding box regression and binary classification. Proposed regions are
considered as foreground if region proposed by RPN overlap with ground truth object with intersection of
union (IoU) greater than 0.5. Proposed regions are considered as background if they don’t overlap with
ground truth object or intersection of union (IoU) is less than 0.1
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Ground truth logo annotation: The training image set undergoes marking the logo regions and hence
annotate associating them with ground truth class. These marked logo regions may contain the combination
of foreground and background, the reason being image logo shape and size.
Methods adopted to enhance logo classification:
Data augmentation: Training images are augmented to generate more data which can result in more
sophisticated model. By doing this, it enhances the reliability and performance of CNN model and hence
can be generalized.
Synthetic Images: Synthetic images are created by replicating the images of logo classes. This is to balance
the logo for each class. By doing this, it enhances the CNN model classification and shall not be biased.
Contrast normalization: Method to prevent training images from having varying amount of contrast. This
is done by subtracting the mean and dividing by standard deviation. By doing this, it enhances the CNN
accuracy irrespective of image lighting conditions.
Key frame extraction:
In the sequence of video frames, extract key frames. Key frame (Intra-coded picture) is a complete image
just like BMP or JPEG file. Key frames are coded without any reference to other frames except its own
frames. These extracted key frames are pushed towards the downstream elements in the pipeline. Figure7
illustrates the sequence of I, B and P frames available in video stream sequence.
The input to the proposed pipeline is the continuous video stream of illegal transmission. Key frame is
captured at regular interval of 20 seconds.

Figure7: I-frame, B-frame and P-frame available in video stream sequence
Region proposal extraction:
[21] Discuses about the state of art region proposal algorithm in object detection network. These algorithms
implicitly improve the accuracy and performance of object detection to achieve state of art results.
This is a key module in the pipeline and its main responsibility is to extract region proposals in the given
input image. Table1 explains the key difference between different techniques used for object detection and
the region proposal methods used within.
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Table1: Different methods of region proposals along with their limitations

DATASET
Flickr logos 27 dataset
FlickrLogos-27 [22] is publicly available dataset consisting of 27 different logo brands with more than four
thousand images. This is categorized into three sets:
1. Training set: Composed of 810 images associated to 27 logos classes/brands
2. Distractor set: Composed of 4207 logo images / classes
3. Test set: Composed of 270 images.
An example image depicting the classes of flickrlogos-27 is shown in Figure8

Figure 8: FlickrLogos-27 example showing images for each of 27 classes
Flickr logos 47 dataset
FlickrLogos-47 [23] is publicly available dataset consisting of 47 different logo brands with more than 8000
images. This has been designed to help evaluation of logo detection / recognition systems for real time
images. The complete dataset is categorized into three sets:
1. Training set – Composed of totally 2769 images.
2. Distractor set – Composed of 3000 images.
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3. Test set – Composed of 1675 logo images.
An example image depicting the classes of flickrlogos-47 is shown in Figure9

Figure 9: FlickrLogos-47 example showing images for each of 47 classes
Experimental Result
System proposed in section3 is used for exploring and experimenting using the datasets mentioned in
section 4 (flickrlogos-27 and flickrlogos-47). To enhance and improve the accuracy of the system, default
images have been subjected to contrast normalization, data augmentation and even synthetic images are
created. For object detection tasks, popular metric to precision and recall has been used to evaluate our
model.
Prediction of the object of interest increases as the overlap region (prediction) is closer to ground truth.
Figure 10 illustrates common understanding about intersection of union, ground truth and prediction
regions.

Figure 10: Ground truth and Prediction
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Precision and Recall has been calculated as updated in (1) for each class of flickrlogos-27 and flickrlogos47. The table 2 and 3 indicates experimental results.
Proposal made by the system in section 3 is compared with ground truth to calculate intersection of union
(IoU). Only the candidates whose IoU is greater than 0.5 is considered in below experiments. The
confidence score is used to arrange the images.
Table2: Flickrlogos-27 precision and recall

Table3: Flickrlogos-47 precision and recall

Comparative Analysis:
This section focusses on comparing the current work with similar available work. Table4 indicates the
comparison report.
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Table4: Comparative study

Discussions:
The proposed system has shown great result for predicting the objects of interest in-line with the ground
truth proposals. Thus, out of the total object proposals made by this system across different classes is
accurate and hence increasing the precision. However, in terms of recall, the system can be further enhanced
to achieve state of art results for object proposals for the corner cases of occlusion.
CONCLUSION
This paper discusses about system architecture, methods used to enhance logo detection and logo
classification using available generic data set (flickrlogos-27 and flickrlogos-47). This paper proposes the
recognition pipeline with key feature as region proposal network (RPN) to extract the objects. Region
proposal network is very much essential to reduce the computational time taken to generate object proposals
of interest. We understand that position, size, orientation of the logos can vary differently and their
appearance need not be constant. Further, logos might be explicitly distorted. Our proposed recognition
pipeline includes classification that is specifically trained to recognize the logos for real time scenarios.
As future enhancements, dataset consisting of logos from different broadcasting content and over the top
(OTT) services shall be used for learning and inference phase using the proposed architecture. Proposed
system can be used to explore on newer object detection techniques like YOLO (you only look once) and
SSD (single shot detector).
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